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Stretcher frames are made out of premium quality wood and they are used to keep the art canvases
tight and wrinkle-free. Heavy duty stretcher bars are attached to the canvas before mounting it in a
frame.

The Importance of Stretcher Frames:

Stretcher frames are rectangular in shape and utilize four stretcher bars, which are not attached to
each other on permanent basis. The corners of these frames are left unattached because the
exposure to moisture results in the contraction and expansion of the wood used in the
manufacturing of stretcher strips. Hence permanent adherence of the corners is avoided to allow
necessary movement in the framed artworkâ€™s supporting structure. Usually the corners of such
frames are provided with angled miter joints, complex interlocking joints, or butt joints, so as to
make them fit appropriately with each other.

Attaching Stretcher Frame to Your Canvas:

Tacks or staple gun can be used for attaching heavy duty stretcher bars to the canvas. It is
advisable to attach a bit of canvas carefully from all the sides so as to achieve a perfectly smooth
surface. Once you are done with the attaching process, you can finally tighten the canvas by making
use of a special tool known as tightening key. You can fit this key into the small openings left in the
stretcher frame.

Why is it Necessary to Use Stretcher Strips? 

Some vital reasons to use stretcher bars for your artwork are:

Stretcher bars enhance the beauty and value of your work by perfectly complimenting it

They protect your canvas from physical damage, which can be caused during transporting, touching
and handling

Heavy duty stretcher bars keep your artwork secure by providing protection and structure to it

Kinds of Stretcher Bars Available In the Market:

Stretcher bars come in a wide variety of sizes- not only widths, but also different lengths. It is wise to
pick heavier quality stretcher bars for providing protection and support to your canvas. Large
canvases generally look good with wider stretcher strips, whereas thinner ones are a perfect option
for the smaller artworks. There are plenty of online portals that can help you in ordering premium
quality stretcher bars and other equipments for your canvases. There are many online suppliers and
hence you need to be careful while buying from any particular one. You can find out more about
different companies so as to grab the best quality stretcher frames for your canvas.
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Editor123 - About Author:
The article is contributed by a professional content writer, having experiences of working in different
industries. For further information on a gallery wrap stretcher bars,a wholesale stretcher bars and a
stretcher bar frames, visit http://www.stretcherbarwarehouse.com/
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